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Abstract—Evolutionary Neural Architecture Search (ENAS)
can automatically design the architectures of Deep Neural
Networks (DNNs) using evolutionary computation algorithms.
However, most ENAS algorithms require intensive computational
resource, which is not necessarily available to the users interested.
Performance predictors are a type of regression models which
can assist to accomplish the search, while without exerting much
computational resource. Despite various performance predictors
have been designed, they employ the same training protocol
to build the regression models: 1) sampling a set of DNNs
with performance as the training dataset, 2) training the model
with the mean square error criterion, and 3) predicting the
performance of DNNs newly generated during the ENAS. In this
paper, we point out that the three steps constituting the training
protocol are not well though-out through intuitive and illustrative
examples. Furthermore, we propose a new training protocol to
address these issues, consisting of designing a pairwise ranking
indicator to construct the training target, proposing to use the
logistic regression to fit the training samples, and developing a
differential method to building the training instances. To verify
the effectiveness of the proposed training protocol, four widely
used regression models in the field of machine learning have been
chosen to perform the comparisons on two benchmark datasets.
The experimental results of all the comparisons demonstrate
that the proposed training protocol can significantly improve the
performance prediction accuracy against the traditional training
protocols.
Index Terms—Convolutional neural networks (CNN), data
mining, CNN architecture vectorization, CNN performance pre-
diction, CNN architecture description.
I. INTRODUCTION
DEEP Neural Networks (DNNs) are becoming the dom-inant algorithm of machine learning [1], largely owing
to their superiority in solving challenging real-world appli-
cations [2], [3]. Generally, the performance of DNNs relies
on two deciding factors, the architectures of the DNNs and
the weights associated with the architecture. The performance
of a DNN in solving the corresponding problem can be
promising, only when its architecture and the weights achieve
the optimum combination simultaneously. Commonly, when
the architecture of a DNN is determined, the optimal weights
can be obtained through formulizing the loss as a continuous
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function, and then the exact optimization algorithms are em-
ployed for solving. In practice, the gradient-based optimization
algorithms are the most popular one in addressing the loss
function, although they cannot theoretically guarantee the
global optimum [4]. On the other hand, obtaining the optimal
architectures is not a trivial task because the architectures
cannot be directly optimized as the weights do. In practice,
most, if not all, prevalent state-of-the-art DNN architectures
are manually designed based on extensive human expertise,
including ResNet [5], DenseNet [6], and among others.
Unfortunately, the expertise is often scarce in practice and
generally owned by a very limited number of researchers
and engineers who commonly work for industrial giants or
major institutions. This is also the reason that state-of-the-
art DNNs are often invented from such avenues. Given the
promising performance of DNNs potentially leading to great
economic benefits, many traditional industries are thirsting to
employ DNNs to enhance their competitiveness in the market.
However, they are also embarrassed in reality because 1) the
architectures of DNNs are task-specified and the state-of-the-
arts cannot be reused for their own problems; 2) they do
not have sufficient expertise in designing the proper DNN
architectures. Clearly, it will have a profound impact to make
DNNs step further for a wider range of people without relevant
expertise given an automatic mean in designing DNNs.
Neural Architecture Search (NAS) is the methodology that
aims at automating the design of DNN architectures. Many en-
couraging results have shown that NAS is not only able to gen-
erate competitive architectures as human experts do, but also
creates innovative architectures hardly known by human ex-
perts [7]. In principle, NAS is a complex optimization problem
involving various challenges, e.g., complex constraints, dis-
crete representations, bi-level structures, computationally ex-
pensive characteristics and multiple conflicting objectives [8].
By solving NAS with the proper optimization algorithms,
the DNN architecture design without human expertise can be
realized. Existing NAS algorithms are mainly classified into
three different categories based on their optimizers adopted,
i.e., the Reinforcement Learning (RL)-based algorithms [9],
[10], the gradient-based algorithms [11] and the Evolutionary
Computation (EC)-based algorithms (ENAS) [8], [12]–[16].
The RL-based algorithms often design the sub-components
of a DNN, while the whole DNN must be combined from
these sub-components through individual expertise, which is
viewed as a kind of semi-automatic NAS algorithms [8]. For
the gradient-based algorithms, they often require a supernet,
2which is also manually designed with expertise in advance, and
then the optimal DNN architecture is selected by choosing a
path of the supernet. As the RL-based algorithms, the gradient-
based algorithms are also viewed as the semi-automatic NAS
algorithms. On the other hand, the ENAS algorithms are
often fully automatic, and they can achieve the architecture
design without any human intervention during searching for
the optimal architectures of DNNs [8], [16].
The EC algorithms belong to population-based heuristic
computational paradigms [17]–[19]. They have been widely
used to solve discrete, constrained, bi-level, computationally
expensive and conflicting, multi-objective problems, mainly
because of their characteristics of gradient-free and insensi-
tiveness to local minima [20]–[22]. As evidenced from a recent
survey of NAS [7], most of the progress on NAS is largely
made by EC. However, the major limitation of existing EC-
based NAS algorithms lies in their enormous requirements
on extensive computational resources. For example, on the
benchmark dataset of CIFAR10 [23] which is very popular for
verifying the performance of NAS algorithms, the Large-scale
Evolution algorithm [13] consumed 250 Graphic Processing
Units (GPUs), while the Hierarchical Evolution algorithm [14]
used 200 GPUs. In practice, such scale of the computational
resource is not necessarily available to many interested users.
In principle, the heavy requirement of the computational
resource for the ENAS algorithms is caused by the fitness
evaluation of DNNs during the evolutionary search. Specifi-
cally, the fitness evaluation of a DNN is achieved by training
the architecture on the target dataset via a training-from-
scratch process, which is nevertheless time-consuming. For
example, using one GPU to train a DNN on a common
NAS benchmark, say CIFAR10, it often consumes hours to
days depending on the scale of the DNN. Moreover, because
the EC methods are population-based and there will be a
number of individual DNNs to be evaluated during the search
process of the ENAS. As a result, the ENAS becomes a
prohibitively computationally expensive problem. Thus, the
intensive computational resource is often required by ENAS
algorithms to provide the solutions within an acceptable time.
However, owning sufficient GPUs or renting remote cloud
computing hours could be costly to most researchers. As
a result, the researchers have proposed to use performance
predictors, which are designed to predict the fitness values of
DNNs by avoiding the time-consuming training process, to
alleviate this computational issue.
The existing performance predictors can be generally classi-
fied into four different categories. They are the shallow training
strategy-based performance predictors [16], [24], the learning
curves-based performance predictors [25]–[27], the shared
weights-based performance predictors [28] and the end-to-end
performance predictors [29]–[32]. Specifically, the ones based
on the shallow training strategy take effect by training DNNs
with a much smaller number of training samples or training
epochs, and then obtain the performance by evaluating the
DNNs directly on the validation dataset. These methods have
been reported to have a poor generalization due to the insuffi-
cient training of DNNs [32]. The performance predictors based
on the learning curve work by building a regression model for
each DNN based on the partial learning curve. Due to the
requirement of smoothness for building the proper regression
model, these methods perform poorly because the learning
curves of DNNs are often non-smooth, which is caused by
the scheduling of learning rates during the training of modern
DNNs. The share weights-based performance predictors define
a supernet in advance, and then the NAS is realized within the
supernet. By training the supernet only once before running the
NAS algorithm, the weights of the DNN are directly inherited
from the supernet and are used to predict the performance.
This sharing mechanism works with the assumption that the
weights of a DNN are dependent with each other. However, it
is easy to prove that the dependence exists only for two-layer
NNs. The end-to-end performance predictors work by collect-
ing a group of DNNs with their corresponding performance,
and then build a regression model to map the DNN architec-
tures and the performance values. When a new DNN has been
generated during the evolutionary search, the regression model
directly predicts its performance. The end-to-end performance
predictors are principally characterized without the limitations
suffered by the peer competitors. Recent progresses [29]–[32]
on performance predictors are all falling into this category.
Although different end-to-end performance predictors have
been developed during the past years, they follow similar
training protocols. Firstly, a set of DNNs is sampled and then
trained to obtain their respective performance values. Then, a
linear regression model is built based on the DNN architectures
and their performance values using the criterion of Mean
Square Error (MSE). Finally, the built regression model is used
to predict the performance of newly generated DNNs. Through
replacing the computational expensive training of DNNs by
this performance predictor, the requirement on the massive
computational resource of ENAS algorithms can be greatly
alleviated. However, this traditional training protocol bears
multiple limitations. First of all, because the MSE concerns
only the absolute values between the target and the predicted
output, the resulted regression model may mislead the ENAS.
In addition, it is hard to build an exact linear regression
model for the mapping because the training samples have no
particular order resulting the same training data. Furthermore,
directly using the raw forms of the training samples cannot
provide satisfactory prediction result (we will detail these three
limitations in Subsection II-B).
In this paper, we propose a new training protocol for
performance predictors in ENAS, to address all the limitations
aforementioned. The contributions of the proposed work are
summarized below:
• A Pairwise Ranking Indicator (PRI) is proposed in this
paper, to address the limitation caused by the MSE used
by the traditional training protocols. Specifically, in the
proposed PRI, the ranking information between any two
training samples is used to train the regression model. The
proposed PRI is consistent with the selection principles in
ENAS algorithms, and its result can directly reflect the
ordering of candidates without any further comparison.
As a result, the proposed PRI will effectively guide the
search of ENAS.
• We propose to use the logistic regression to replace the
3linear regression in building the performance predictors.
By doing so, the proposed PRI can be reasonably built
upon the logistic regression model. Furthermore, because
the logistic regression model does not concern the or-
der of the training samples, the corresponding problem
caused by the linear regression model upon the traditional
training protocol will be solved accordingly.
• A differential method has been developed to adapt to
the best practice of ENAS algorithms. Specifically, we
use the difference between any pair data as the training
instances to train the performance predictor, so that the
trained model still works well for the situation that the
unseen data did not lie in the range of the training data.
In addition, the proposed method can create a couple
of balanced training samples for the given pair data.
Therefore, the data imbalanced problems, which leads to
the great challenge to most machine learning tasks, is no
longer in existence.
The remainder of this paper is organized as below. The
background of the traditional training protocol is discussed
in Section II. Immediately after, the details of the proposed
work are documented in Section III. This is followed by
the experimental setup and the experiment results, which
are provided in Sections IV and V, respectively. Finally, the
conclusion and future work are outlined in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND
To help the readers easily understand the work proposed
in this paper, we will first briefly introduce the ENAS in
Subsection II-A. Particularly, the fitness evaluation and the
selection operation of ENAS algorithms will be described in
detail, to justify the necessity of the proposed work. Based
on which, the limitations of the traditional training protocol,
which are widely used to train the performance predictors, are
explained in Subsection II-B.
A. Evolutionary Neural Architecture Search (ENAS)
ENAS refers to using Evolutionary Computation (EC)
methods to realize the NAS. Generally, an ENAS algorithm
constitutes of the man steps shown below:
Step 1: Initialize a population of individuals representing dif-
ferent DNN architectures within the predefined search
space;
Step 2: Employ a massive amount of computation resource to
evaluate the fitness of each DNN architecture;
Step 3: Select the parent solutions from the population based
on the fitness values;
Step 4: Generate new offspring DNNs with the parent solu-
tions using genetic operators;
Step 5: Go to Step 2 if the evolutionary generation does not
exceed the predefined maximal generation number;
otherwise, go to Step 6;
Step 6: Terminate the evolutionary process and output the
DNN having the best fitness value.
As can be seen above, the ENAS algorithm follows the
standard flow chart of an EC method. Specifically, Step 2
shows the fitness evaluation of the ENAS algorithms, where
a population of DNN architectures is trained. This step is
generally performed on a cluster of GPU computers because
GPUs could significantly speed up the training of DNNs
compared to the CPU-based computation. In addition, the
fitness values may refer to different meanings that are decided
by the problems on which the ENAS algorithm targets. For
example, if the ENAS is for image classification tasks, the
fitness value can refer to the classification accuracy of the
DNNs on the image dataset. The proposed training protocol
is based on performance predictors, and the performance
predictors are for the fitness evaluation and the selection of
the corresponding ENAS algorithms. In the following, we will
discuss them in detail, to help understand how the training
protocol works, including both the traditional training protocol
and the proposed training protocol.
Algorithm 1: Fitness Evaluation of ENAS Algorithms
Input: The population Q for the fitness evaluation, the
training dataset Dtrain, the fitness evaluation
dataset Dfitness, the bacth number batchs, the
epoch epochs.
Output: The population Q after the fitness evaluation.
1 foreach individual q in Q do
2 c← Decode q to the corresponding CNN;
3 for i = 0 to epoch do
4 for j = 0 to batch do
5 Train q on the j-th batch data of Dtrain;
6 end
7 end
8 v ← Evaluate c on Dfitness;
9 Set v as the fitness of q;
10 end
11 Return Q.
1) Fitness Evaluation of ENAS Algorithms: Algorithm 1
shows the framework of the fitness evaluation of ENAS
algorithms. Generally, the fitness evaluation of EC methods
refers to calculating the fitness value of each individual in the
population. In the context of ENAS algorithms, the evaluation
means to obtain the performance of the DNNs by individually
training them on the corresponding dataset. As can be seen
from Algorithm 1, there are three for-loop nests to accomplish
the fitness evaluation of the ENAS algorithms. The first is to
locate each individual in the population (Line 1), the second
is the training of the individual for each epoch (Line 3),
and the third is the training of the individual on each batch
data (Line 4). With these three nests, there will be millions
of training phases in the ENAS algorithm, which is highly
expensive. For example, for the commonly used CIFAR10
benchmark dataset, the training epochs are often specified
as 500, the batch number is 391 (the CIFAR10 dataset has
50,000 samples, and the batch size is often set as 128, thus,
⌈50, 000/128⌉= 391, where ⌈·⌉ is a ceiling operator). To this
end, each individual in the population will be trained with
2× 105 times approximately. Commonly, training a common
CNN on CIFAR10 per epoch consumes about two minutes
4given the use of one GPU card. Thus, the CNN will take
17 hours to finish its training on the whole dataset. In a
traditional ENAS algorithm, the number of 1, 000 individuals
(this is calculated by multiplying the generation number and
the population size predefined in the ENAS algorithm) is
a very commonly used configuration for the individuals to
be trained in the ENAS algorithm. As a result, the ENAS
algorithm will consume 700 days approximately in this sit-
uation. In the case of using a larger size of population and
generation for a larger-scale dataset, this consumption will
become prohabitively challenging. This is also the reason
that most ENAS algorithms are performed on a computation
platform equipped with a large number of GPU cards. For
example, if we employ 20 GPU cards for the fitness evaluation,
the above ENAS algorithm will only need 35 days instead,
which will be acceptable compared to the 700 days using one
GPU card. However, due to the high cost of GPU cards, the
intensive computational resource is not necessarily available to
each of the users related. Performance predictors can faithfully
predict the performance of the DNNs without the inner two
for-loop nests, which are also the most time-consuming phases
in the ENAS algorithms. This is the motivation of developing
proven performance predictors.
2) Selection Operation of ENAS Algorithms: The selection
operation performs the biological principle of EC methods,
i.e., the principle of “survival of the fittest”. Because the
ENAS algorithms are designed based on EC methods, they
also need to perform the selection operation. Generally, in
an ENAS algorithm, there are two different phases on which
the selection operation take effects. The first is about the
genetic selection, aiming at selecting parent solutions from
the current population for generating new offspring, while the
other is the environmental selection to select individuals from
the combined population of both the offspring and the parents,
to form the parent population of the next generation.
There are two frequently used selection operators based
on selection behaviour. The first is the roulette wheel selec-
tion [33], which selects the solutions based on the probabilities
in proportion to their fitness values, i.e., a solution having
higher fitness value will be selected with a higher probability.
The other is the tournament selection [34] that selects the
solutions based on the ordering of the fitness values of the
candidates, i.e., the one having the highest fitness value among
the candidates will be favored. In principle, the roulette wheel
selection is more suitable for the individuals having discrete
fitness values, which will benefit to the calculation of the
probabilities for the selection. Because the fitness values in
ENAS algorithms are often continuous values (such as the
classification accuracy), most, if not all, of the existing ENAS
algorithms employ the tournament selection operator.
Based on the traditional training protocol, the prediction
results of the performance predictors are the fitness values
of the individuals, and then the selection is performed by
comparing the ordering of the fitness values of the candidates.
As have discussed above that the selection is directly based on
the ordering of the individuals, the commonly used selection
operator in ENAS algorithms does not necessarily require
the fitness values. The traditional training protocol employs
the MSE to train the performance predictors, which is not
the real scenario of using performance predictor. In addition,
using the MSE as the criterion of training the performance
predictors also suffer from several limitations in practice (it
will be discussed in Subsection II-B), which cannot guarantee
the promising prediction results. Commonly, the binary tour-
nament selection is often used, i.e., the number of candidates
is set two. When the best CNN architecture is selected from
the final population, i.e., the selection of elitism, we directly
view the whole population as the candidates.
B. End-to-End Performance Predictors
The existing end-to-end performance predictors are almost
all linear regression models, which are trained on a set of DNN
architectures with their performance measures through mini-
mizing the MSE of the predicted values and the performance
values trained in advance. Note that the DNN architectures
should be sampled by the same ENAS algorithm on which
the performance predictor is going to work. In addition, the
performance of the DNNs should be obtained like those
shown in Step 2 of Subsection II-A. In Section I, the three
major limitations of the end-to-end performance predictors
have been summarized. In this subsection, we will provide
the justification in detail.
Firstly, the regression model optimized by minimizing the
MSE may mislead the ENAS algorithms because MES con-
cerns only the absolute values. Particularly, the fitness of
individuals in EC is mainly used for the selection, i.e., the
genetic selection and the environment selection, to select
the individuals having better fitness values. Specifically, the
selection is based on the criterion that which one has the better
fitness value. Because of the absolute value resulted by MSE,
the predicted fitness value cannot be compared reasonably.
For example, given two DNNs represented by di and dk
whose ground-truth fitness values are 0.4 and 0.5, respectively.
Supposing their predicted fitness values are 0.45 and 0.44,
respectively. These predicted values are reasonable, although
they are not consistent with their true values when used for the
order comparison. This is because the predicted values satisfy
the MSE training criteria, i.e., the MSE of 0.4 and 0.45 is
less than that of 0.44 and 0.5. To this end, with the traditional
training protocol, di will be selected because it has a smaller
MSE. However, since dk has a better fitness value, it should
be chosen by the selection operation. Clearly, this will mislead
the selection operation of the ENAS algorithms, which in turn
inevitably deteriorates the performance in searching for the
optimal CNN architectures.
Secondly, the regression model cannot be accurately built
because the training samples have no particular order when
using the traditional training protocol. Specifically, the regres-
sion models are almost linear to fit the performance curves of
the training samples. Generally, the performance of the linear
regression models can be promising only when the curves
are smooth. However, the shape of the curves is decided by
the order of samples in training the regression model. The
training samples have no particular order, and different users
may apply different orders of the training samples for training
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Fig. 1. An example to illustrate the significantly different curves resulted
by the sample samples but with different orders. In both figures, the vertical
axis denotes the names of the 10 DNNs, and the horizontal axis demote their
corresponding performance.
the regression models. This will result in different regression
models for the same training samples, and provide different
prediction results for the same DNN.
To make readers intuitively better understand this limitation,
an illustrative example is provided in Fig. 1, showing 10
DNNs (denoted by d1 to d10) associated with their respective
performance value. Specifically, Figs. 1a and 1b show the
curves of the performance from the same DNNs but with two
different orders. As can be seen from both figures, the curve
shown in Fig. 1a is much smoother than that shown in Fig. 1b,
and the linear regression model for the curve shown in Fig. 1a
will be much easily built than that shown in Fig. 1a. However,
both figures show the curves of the same data. Please note that
the order can be manually assigned to address this problem,
for example, ordering these training samples based on their
performance in an increasing order. However, this assignment
has no theoretical proof. Moreover, this assignment cannot
provide satisfying results in practice as well [32].
Thirdly, for obtaining a high prediction accuracy, the end-
to-end performance predictors often sample a large number of
DNNs as the training data, where the sampling is performed
with an independent running of the ENAS algorithm. However,
this way is not consistent with the real application scenario
how the performance predictors work. Specifically, in an
ENAS algorithm, the individuals in the first evolutionary pro-
cess are often with lower fitness. As the evolutionary process
proceeds, more and more individuals are with higher fitness.
When the training data are obtained with an independent run,
the collected data may have contained the best individuals,
and the best CNN architecture has been found. Thus, there is
no need to perform the performance predictor. For example,
the Peephole method [31] sampled 8, 000 DNN architectures
for training its performance predictor. However, in a typical
ENAS algorithm, there will be about 500 DNN architectures
evaluated. Clearly, it is not wise sampling a larger number of
DNNs than an ENAS algorithm normally dose. In principle,
the sampled DNNs should be with the smaller fitness values,
and the individuals whose fitness to be predicted should be the
one with higher fitness values, and the ranges of their fitness
values are without overlap. However, this will also give rise
to another challenge to the linear regression model that the
prediction is based on the interpolation. If the fitness values
of the trained data do not cover those of the individuals to be
predicted, the interpolation results will be poor.
A B C
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Fig. 2. An example to illustrate the third limitation of the currently popular
training protocol in directly using the sampled DNNs as the training data of
performance predictors.
An example shown in Fig. 2 is used to illustrate this
situation. Specifically, Fig. 2 shows the performance values
of the sampled DNNs, where the curve between A and C can
be segmented into two parts: the curve between A and B, and
the curve between B and C. If the performance predictor is
built based on the curve between A and B, the predicted result
is reasonable only when the ground truth performance of the
newly generated DNN lies in the range between A and B.
This is because the prediction is based on the interpolation. In
practice, the newly generated DNN should be within the range
between B and C, resulting in the predicted value that cannot
go beyond the curve between A and C. Clearly, the prediction
result will not be accurate. The main reason is caused by
directly using the raw data of the sampled architectures to
train the performance predictors.
III. THE PROPOSED TRAINING PROTOCOL
In this section, we will document the details of the pro-
posed training protocol. Specifically, we will first provide
6the overall framework of the proposed training protocol in
Subsection III-A, and then introduce the main steps in Sub-
sections III-B to III-D.
A. Framework Overview
Algorithm 2: The Proposed Training Protocol
Input: A set of sampled DNN architectures and their
respective performance values.
Output: The trained performance predictor.
1 X ← Construct the training instances based on provided
the DNN architectures using the proposed differential
method;
2 Y ← Construct the training labels based on the provided
DNN performance using the proposed pairwise ranking
indicator;
3 D = {X ,Y} ← Build the training data;
4 R← Initialize a logistic regression model;
5 Train R using D;
6 Return R.
Algorithm 2 shows the framework of the proposed training
protocol, where the sampled DNN architectures and their
training performance values are given in advance, and then the
proposed protocol takes effect. At last, the trained performance
predictor is obtained for use. Specifically, the proposed train-
ing protocol is composed of two parts, i.e., the construction
of the training data and the training of the performance
predictors, which are shown in Lines 1 to 2 and Lines 3 to
5 of Algorithm 2, respectively. Particularly, in the first part,
the training instances are first constructed by the proposed
differential method based on the provided DNN architectures
(Line 1), and then the training labels of the corresponding
training instances are constructed by the proposed pairwise
ranking indicator (Line 2). In the second part, the training data
are build based on the instances and the corresponding labels
first (Line 3), and then a logistic regression model is initialized
as the performance predictor (Line 4). Through training the
regression model with the built training data (Line 5), the
performance predictor is obtained for the corresponding ENAS
algorithm (Line 6).
The performance predictors are ENAS-specific, i.e., differ-
ent ENAS algorithms generally have different performance
predictors. This can be understood like that we often employ
DNN models for building image classification models. How-
ever, for different types of image datasets, we need to train
the DNN model on the corresponding dataset, although all the
models are with the same DNN architectures. As a result, for
the proposed training protocol, the given DNN architectures
should follow the potential architectures generated by the
corresponding ENAS algorithm, and their performance should
also be obtained by following the same training routine as the
ENAS algorithm has. Principally, for doing so is to ensure to
follow the same data distribution between the training phase
and the test phase of machine learning algorithms.
B. Constructing Training Instances
The performance predictors are supervised learning models.
In order to train such kind of supervised models, the training
dataset is required. Particularly, the are a number of training
samples in the training dataset, and each sample is composed
of the instance and its corresponding label. This subsection
will discuss how the instances are constructed in the proposed
training protocol to effectively and efficiently train the perfor-
mance predictors.
Algorithm 3: The Proposed Differential Method
Input: The sampled DNN architectures
A = {a1, a2, · · · , an}.
Output: The constructed instances X .
1 V = {v1, v2, · · · , vn} ←Vectorize each architecture in
A = {a1, a2, · · · , an};
2 X ← ∅;
3 for i = 1 to n− 1 do
4 for j = i+ 1 to n do
5 vi,j ← vi − vj ;
6 vj,i ← vj − vi;
7 X ← X ∪ vi,j ∪ vj,i;
8 end
9 end
10 Return X .
The instance construction is achieved by the proposed
differential method, and the details are shown in Algorithm 3.
Firstly, each architecture of the sampled DNNs is vectorized
into the form which can be accepted by a computer program
(Line 1), and then the X is initialized as an empty set (Line 2),
to carry all the instances of which the construction details are
shown in Lines 3 to 9. In the phase of instance construction,
any two sampled architectures are collected first, and then their
difference is employed as the instance (Lines 5-6). Note that
the difference will result in two instances based on the order
of the two collected architectures. Because the differences of
the sampled architectures are used as the instances, this is also
the reason why this method is named as “differential method”.
In principle, any vectorization method can be used to vector-
ize the architectures of the DNNs sampled. The reason of vec-
torization is that the sampled architectures are in the form of
natural language-based representation, such as a paragraph of
architecture description, or a segment of codes represented by
a particular programming language, such as Tensorflow [35]
or PyTorch [36]. However, such representations of DNN
architectures cannot be directly used by computer systems.
The goal of the vectorization is to transform the architectures
represented with languages or particular implementations to
the one that the computer programs can recognize. The vector-
ization results are generally in the form of a group of numbers.
This is like the natural language processing technique where
the natural language must be transformed into vectors, such
as the one-hot encoding method, so that the computer can
process. To the best of our knowledge, there is no solution
at hand that can vectorize DNN architectures in a unified
way. In practice, the vectorization method is designed by the
7developers of the corresponding ENAS algorithms with which
the trained performance predictors will work. For example,
the Peephole algorithm has proposed the 4-tuple method to
vectorize the DNN architectures which are realized by their
proposed NAS algorithm, while the E2EPP method proposed
a special vectorization method for the NAS algorithm that
directly searches the DNN architectures based on blocks. Note
that, the difference operator, i.e., the minus symbols (shown
in Lines 5 and 6), operate on element-wise. For example, if
the architecture is vectorized to a tuple with k elements, the
resulted difference should also be a tuple having k elements.
Clearly, X is with the size of 2n(n− 1) given the n sampled
DNNs. In addition, each couple of architectures construct two
instances, which will be justified in Subsection III-C.
As can be seen from Algorithm 3, the instances used to
train the performance predictors are the differences between
the vectorization of any two sampled DNN architectures,
instead of the vectorization result. As have discussed in
Subsection II-B, the performance of any machine learning
algorithms is promising only when the training data and the
test data have the same data distribution. In the real application
scenario of performance predictors for ENAS algorithms, the
sampled architectures for the training data should be from
the early generation, and commonly with lower performance.
However, for the CNN architectures of which the performance
values need to be predicted by the predictors, they are often
generated in the later generations and are with higher per-
formance, i.e., the CNNs used for training the performance
predictors and the CNNs using the performance predictor
are with different data distribution. Therefore, directly using
the sampled architectures by the traditional training protocol
to train the performance predictors is not reasonable. In the
proposed training protocol, we use the difference between any
two sampled architectures to train the performance predictors.
Clearly, the difference between the sampled architectures
and those architectures to use the performance predictors
are probably with the same data distribution. We still use
the example shown in Fig. 2 to further clarify this point.
Specifically, the difference of the performance between the
sampled architectures (i.e., the points between A and B) are
from 0.14 to 0.25, while those of the architectures which will
use the performance predictors (i.e., the points between B
and C) vary from 0.05 to 0.11. Clearly, the data distribution
of the later one is within that of the former one when using
the difference as the training instances. However, if using the
way of the traditional training protocol, i.e., directly using
the performance of the architectures as the training data, the
performance range of points A and B (from 0.55 to 0.83)
has no overlap with that of points B and C (from 0.83 to
0.95). This will clearly give rise to the poor performance of
the performance predictor resulted.
C. Constructing Training Labels
The training labels are part of the training dataset for
supervised machine learning algorithms, playing the role of the
supervisor during the training phase. In the proposed training
protocol, the labels are constructed by the proposed PRI,
Algorithm 4: The Proposed Pairwise Ranking Indicator
(PRI)
Input: The perfromance P = {p1, p2, · · · , pn} for the
sampled DNN architectures
A = {a1, a2, · · · , an}.
Output: The constructed labels Y .
1 Y ← ∅;
2 for i = 1 to n− 1 do
3 for j = i+ 1 to n do
4 if pi − pj ≥ 0 then
5 Y ←Y ∪ {1, 0}
6 end
7 if pi − pj < 0 then
8 Y ←Y ∪ {0, 1}
9 end
10 end
11 end
12 Return Y .
and its details are shown in Algorithm 4. Given the trained
performance of the sampled DNN architectures, denoted by
P , an empty set, say Y , is initialized first, and then every two
values in P are paired. Supposing the performance values of
the paired data are pi and pj , the labels of 1 and 0 will be
generated if pi is not less than pj ; otherwise, the labels of
0 and 1 are constructed. There are a couple of motivations
behind this design.
Firstly, the proposed PRI is used as the supervising signals
to effectively train the performance predictors. As a result,
the predicted result is also about the PRI. This is differ-
ent from that in the traditional training protocol, where the
prediction results are the performance of the architectures.
We argue that using the PRI during the training and the
prediction phases is more reasonable than using the MSE of
the traditional training protocols. Specifically, in the ENAS
algorithms, the performance of the architectures is used for
the selection, to select the one having a larger fitness value.
When the traditional training protocol is used, the selection is
performed through two steps: 1) predicting the performance
of the candidates and 2) selecting the one having the higher
performance. If we use the PRI, we do need to perform the two
steps, instead of directly picking up the one having a higher
performance by predicting their order, i.e., the use of PRI is a
direct way to coincide the goal of the predicted performance.
For example, if the ENAS chooses two candidates from the
DNN architectures, which are denoted by ai and aj . In the
traditional situation where the performance is predicted by the
performance predictors, we firstly predict their performance,
say pi and pj , respectively. In the ENAS algorithms, pi and
pj are used to compare ai or aj who has the larger fitness
value. If the proposed PRI is used, the predicted result is also
about the PRI, i.e., directly giving the result that ai or aj has
a better fitness value. As shown in Algorithms 3 and 4, where
the construction of the instances and the labels for collectively
building the training samples, the PRI can be formalized as a
binary classifier, where if the performance of one is not less
8than another one, we provide their difference as a positive
value, and vice visa.
Secondly, as shown in Lines 5 and 8 of Algorithm 4,
a positive label and a negative label are generated for the
two same architectures, which also corresponds to the con-
structions of the instances shown in Line 7 of Algorithm 3.
Particularly, for the sampled architectures ai and aj whose
vectorization representations are v1 and v2, respectively, we
construct two instances regarding the differences calculated by
vi − vj and vj − vi, respectively, and then provide a positive
label for the difference not less than zero, otherwise, the
negative label is given. The reason for doing so is to avoid the
data imbalance problem which widely exists and often gives
rise to most machine learning tasks. In the proposed training
protocol, we avoid this problem by constructing the samples
of training performance predictors. Thus, the performance of
the accomplished performance predictors can be principally
guaranteed.
D. Training Performance Predictors
Training the performance predictors using the proposed
training protocol is straightforward. It adopts similar training
processes as those for other machine learning algorithms.
Evidenced by the details of constructing the training instances
and labels, the training samples are built for the binary clas-
sification tasks. As a result, the performance predictor should
be about logistic regression models. The proposed training
protocol is designed to work with any logistic regression
model, and the researchers can decide it with their preferences
For example, some researchers prefer using neural network-
based models, while other likes the ensemble models. Because
the training phase is straightforward, the details will not
be provided. Here, we provide a guideline to choose the
regression models for the training of performance predictors
within the context of the proposed training protocol.
As the fitness evaluation of the ENAS algorithms, the
sampling of DNN architectures for training the performance
predictors is computationally expensive. As a result, the num-
ber of collected samples is limited, resulting in inadequate
training samples for effectively training the regression model.
In this case, we suggest the use of ensemble models. Firstly,
the ensemble models work well in practice when the training
data is limited. Though the neural network-based learning
algorithms are very popular recently, their performance highly
relies on a large number of training samples. Secondly, com-
pared to the neural network-based learning algorithms, the
ensemble models often have fewer hyper-parameters, thus it
would be more computationally affordable for the parameter
tuning. Note that the proposed training protocol considers the
difference between any two samples, which could only predict
the ordering of both. However, for the elitism selection and the
tournament selection which are not binary (e.g., tournament
selection with the candidate number more than two), they
can still be achieved by performing multiple times of the
performance predictors trained with the proposed training
protocol.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To verify the performance of the proposed training protocol,
a series of well-designed experiments are conducted. In the
experiments, the traditional training protocol will be used
as the baseline for the comparisons against the proposed
training protocol. In the following, we will firstly introduce
the dataset used for the experiments in Subsection IV-A. Then,
the regression models used to accomplish the training of the
performance predictors are detailed in Subsection IV-B. This is
following by the parameter settings involving the experiments
in Subsection IV-C, and finally, the performance metrics are
provided in Subsection IV-D.
A. Benchmark Datasets
As have discussed above, the work proposed in this paper
is a new training protocol, aiming at training effective and
efficient performance predictors for the ENAS algorithms. Be-
cause almost all performance predictors are regression models
in nature, the proposed training protocol will particularly train
regression models on a set of DNN architectures sampled
by ENAS algorithms, and then the trained model is used to
predict the performance of DNN architectures newly generated
in the ENAS algorithm. As a result, a set of sampled DNN
architectures should be prepared in advance to serve as the
training data in this experiment.
In principle, any DNN architectures can be adopted for the
training data, so long as the training data is sampled from the
ENAS algorithm, which will use the corresponding perfor-
mance predictor. In this experiment, we use the architectures
sampled from the AE-CNN algorithm [8] given the considera-
tions as following. Firstly, the AE-CNN algorithm is a state-of-
the-art ENAS. Using its generated CNN architectures will have
the representative meaning. Secondly, the architectures have
been further used to design the E2EPP algorithm [32], which is
a state-of-the-art performance predictor for ENAS algorithms.
Thirdly, the E2EPP method has proposed an efficiency vec-
torization method for the CNN architectures. This could help
to focus on extensively demonstrating the performance of the
training protocol, without exerting any concern on the design
of vectorization method for the CNN architectures.
Specifically, the datasets are composed of two types of CNN
architectures. They are the CNN architectures generated by the
AE-CNN algorithm on CIFAR10 and CIFAR100 benchmark
datasets [23], which are two widely used image classification
benchmark datasets for ENAS algorithms. For the convenience
of the description, the CNN architectures of CIFAR10 and
CIFAR100 are named as CIFAR10-CNN and CIFAR100-
CNN, respectively. Particularly, each sample of the CIFAR10-
CNN and the CIFAR100-CNN datasets has been trained for
350 epochs on the corresponding dataset with a scheduled
learning rate, and the classification accuracy on the validation
dataset is used as its performance value. In the datasets,
some CNN architectures have the classification accuracy of
zeros. This is caused by the out-of-memory errors due to the
oversized generated CNN architectures which cannot run on a
single GPU card. In this experiment, we only keep the CNN
architectures having the classification accuracies greater than
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Fig. 3. The performance distribution of the used datasets with the interval of 0.001, where the horizontal axis denotes the classification accuracy and the
vertical axis means the number of architectures. Specifically, Figs. 3a and 3b show the performance distributions of the CNN architectures on CIFAR10 and
CIFAR100, respectively (i.e., CIFAR10-CNN and CIFAR100-CNN).
zeros. After that, there are total 200 samples in CIFAR10-
CNN, and 299 samples in CIFAR100-CNN. Fig. 3 show the
accuracy distribution of the data, using the interval of the
distribution as 0.001. As can be seen from the figures, most
of the samples are with the classification accuracy about 95%
for the CIFAR10-CNN dataset, and for the CIFAR100-CNN,
while the majority samples are with the classification accuracy
of about 70%. These values are approximately equal to the best
results of NAS algorithms on both datasets, e.g., the AE-CNN
algorithm [8].
B. Regression Models
Because the training protocol works based on the per-
formance predictors, which are often realized by regression
models, a regression model must be chosen before performing
the experiments on the proposed training protocol. In principle,
any regression model can be adopted for this purpose. In our
experiments, the Support Vector Machine (SVM) [37], the
Gradient Boosting Decision Tree (GBDT) [38], the Decision
Tree (DTree) [39], and the Random Forest (RForest) [40] are
chosen as the regression models.
Firstly, instead of adopting only one of them, we choose
the four regression models to collectively accomplish the
experiments. It is expected that the experimental results of the
proposed training protocol will not be biased by the specific
regression model adopted. Secondly, the four chosen regres-
sion models are very popular among the machine learning
community, and most researchers are familiar with them. Us-
ing them as the regression models to conduct the experiments,
the experimental results should be better understandable, and
the effectiveness of the proposed training protocol will also
be easier justified. Thirdly, all the four chosen regression
models have the corresponding versions to accomplish the
experiments of the baseline and the proposed training protocol.
Specifically, the baseline, i.e., the traditional training protocol,
works on the linear regression model, while the proposed
training protocol works on the logistic regression model. The
four chosen regression models have the corresponding linear
regression versions and also the logistic regression versions.
Please note that the neural network model is not chosen in
the experiments, although it has also been popular among
the machine learning community. The main reason is that the
neural network model has a large number of hyperparame-
ters to be tuned for guaranteeing its promising performance,
while comprehensive investigating the combinations of the
hyperparameters is impractical and prohibitively costly. This
is beyond the scope of this study. Please note that we use the
implementations provided by the Sklearn library [41] for the
four chosen models.
C. Parameter Settings
In this subsection, we will provide the details about the
parameter settings for the experiments, including the settings
for constructing the training data and the test data from the
corresponding dataset, and the settings for the parameters of
the chosen regression models.
1) Construction of Training Data and Test Data: Com-
monly, the dataset is randomly shuffled, and then the training
data and the test data are split with a specified proportion
based on the conventions of the machine learning community.
In this experiments, we choose the proportion of 7 : 3
to split the dataset, i.e., the training data and the test data
account for the 70% and 30% of the corresponding dataset,
respectively. Commonly, the dataset is random shuffled and
the splitting is performed. In our experiments, the training
data and the test data are splitted based on the real scenario
of the ENAS algorithms, i.e., the details which have been
discussed in Subsection II-B. To achieve this, we first sort the
samples from the dataset based on their performance values
in an ascending order, and then make the first 70% samples
of the dataset as the training data, while the remains are
left to the test data. As have discussed above, we employ
the vectorization method introduced in E2EPP to realize the
dataset into the proper format, which can be directly used
by the regression models. As a result, each CNN, after the
vectorization, is composed of 32 features represented by real
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numbers. Among these numbers, the first 31 features are
integers denoting the corresponding architecture information,
and the last one is a floating point number referring to its
performance (a number between 0 and 1). The training data
and the test data of the chosen dataset can be downloaded
from https://github.com/yn-sun/PRI. Please note that we did
not construct the validation data in the experiments. That
is because we will use the cross-validation strategy [42] to
choose the best hyperparameters for the chosen regression
models, and the corresponding validation operation will be
performed on the data split from the training data. More details
can be found in the next subsection.
2) Parameter Settings for the Chosen Regression Models:
The performance of almost all machine learning algorithms
is sensitive to their parameter settings. However, these pa-
rameter settings are often problem-specified. To obtain a fair
comparison in our experiments, we will perform the search
for choosing the best parameter settings of each regression
model employed before running the corresponding model on
the chosen dataset. Specifically, we will first specify a range
for each parameter of the four regression models based on
the conventions, and then use the random search strategy
to try each combination of the parameters. The model with
the corresponding parameter combination will be trained and
evaluated via the 5-fold cross validation. Finally, the best pa-
rameter combination is chosen for performing the comparison
between the proposed training protocol and the baseline. In
the following, the search ranges of the candidate parameters
are provided.
The four chosen regression models have multiple param-
eters affecting their performance. However, in practice, only
some of them need to be extensively tuned, and others are
just kept as their default values defined in the used library.
Specifically, The Dtree model has the following parameters
needed to be tuned: 1) the minimum number of samples
required to split an internal node; 2) the minimum number
of samples required to be a leaf node; 3) the maximum
depth of the tree; 4) the number of features to consider
for the best split; 5) the criterion to evaluate the model.
For the convenience of the description, these five parame-
ters are denoted asmin samples split,min samples leaf ,
max depth, max features, and criterion, respectively.
Based on the conventions of the community, the search
ranges of min samples split and max depth are both set
to [2..200], the search ranges of min samplesleaf and
n estimators are set to [1..300] and [1..200], respectively,
and the max features is chosen from {√n features,
log2(n features)} where n featuees refers to the number
of the features. The crtiterion is set based on the situation
where the corresponding model is used. Particularly, when the
model is used for the proposed training protocol, the value
of criterion is chosen from the Gini impurity [43] and the
information gain [44]. While when the mode is used for the
baseline, the criterion is chosen from the mean squared error
and the mean absolute error. Please note that the choice of
“criterion” is based on the principle design of both types of
regression models.
The GBDT is also an ensemble method based on the deci-
sion trees [45] as the RForest does. Their intuitive difference
remains on the way as how to organize the decision trees.
In the RForest model, the trees are constructed in parallel,
In contrast, the trees in the GBDT model are sequentially
constructed through the boosting [46], where the subsequent
one focuses on complementing the performance loss resulted
by the previous one. In addition, the trees in the GBDT
are organized through the optimization of the gradient-based
method. As a result, the parameters tuned for the RForest
are also those of the GBDT, and their search ranges are also
specified in the same manner. In addition, the GBDT also has
the parameter of the learning rate regarding the corresponding
gradient-based optimization, and the search range is specified
from 1, 000 random variables sampled from the exponential
distribution scaled within 10. As for the SVM, the parameters
to be tuned are the kernel type, the kernel coefficient, and the
regularization parameter. In our experiment, the radial basis
function [47] is used as the kernel given its popularity among
the community and the effectiveness in addressing real-world
problems. For the other two parameters, their search ranges
are set as the same as the learning rate of the GBDT.
D. Performance Metrics
As have justified in Subsection II-B, the goal of the perfor-
mance predictors is to compare the ordering of the candidates,
to guide the search of the corresponding EC method. In the
proposed training protocol, this is achieved by the proposed
PRI to compare the ordering of two candidates. The reason
for specifying two is that when the comparison is required
to operate on the candidacies with the size greater than two,
the PRI can still achieve that by just performing it multiple
times. The PRI is consistent with the mechanism of the
performance predictors in addressing the real situations, and
can be formalized as a logistic regression problem, i.e., the
binary classification problem. As a result, we choose the
classification accuracy as the metric in the experiments, i.e.,
to check how many the trained performance predictors can
successfully predict the ground-truth ordering between any two
test data. The higher the classification accuracy, the better the
corresponding training protocol.
V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
A. Overall Results
The experimental results of the proposed training protocol
against those of the baseline are shown in Table I. Specifically,
in Table I, the first column denotes the names of the chosen
regression models employed by the baseline and the proposed
training protocol. The second and the fourth columns show
the classification accuracies achieved by the baseline on the
CIFAR10-CNN and the CIFAR100-CNN benchmark datasets,
respectively, while the third and the fifth columns list the
classification accuracies of the proposed training protocol with
the four regression models on the CIFAR10-CNN and the
CIFAR100-CNN benchmark datasets, respectively.
As can be seen from Table I, when the SVM is employed as
the regression model, the proposed training protocol achieves
the classification accuracy of 65.59%. This is superior to
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TABLE I
THE COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE PROPOSED TRAINING PROTOCOL AND THE BASELINE WITH THE FOUR CHOSEN REGRESSION MODELS. THE RESULTS
ARE THE CLASSIFICATION ACCURACIES ON THE CIFAR10-CNN AND CIFAR100-CNN BENCHMARK DATASETS WITH THE CORRESPONDING
REGRESSION MODELS
CIFAR10-CNN CIFAR100-CNN
Baseline The Proposed Training Protocol Baseline The Proposed Training Protocol
SVM 47.91% 65.59% 39.68% 64.81%
GBDT 55.48% 60.65% 51.94% 58.16%
DTree 40.79% 54.77% 49.69% 54.96%
RForest 50.11% 63.25% 52.46% 55.39%
TABLE II
THE ABLATION EXPERIMENT RESULTS OF THE PROPOSED COMPONENTS OF THE PROPOSED TRAINING PROTOCOL.
CIFAR10-CNN CIFAR100-CNN
The Proposed Training Protocol G1 G2 The Proposed Training Protocol G1 G2
SVM 65.59% 48.02% 63.28% 64.81% 53.73% 64.49%
GBDT 60.65% 43.33% 58.38% 58.16% 51.66% 55.61%
DTree 54.77% 43.67% 49.21% 54.96% 50.21% 53.33%
RForest 63.25% 41.36% 62.40% 55.39% 47.77% 55.19%
Avg 61.07% 44.10% 58.32% 58.33% 50.84% 57.16%
that of the baseline model, which is with the classification
accuracy of 47.91%. This gap becomes even more significant
on the CIFAR100-CNN benchmark dataset, where the pro-
posed training protocol obtains the classification accuracy of
64.81%, while the baseline only achieves the classification
accuracy of 39.68%. When the GBDT is utilized as the
regression model, the proposed training protocol receives the
classification accuracy of 60.65% and 58.16% on CIFAR10-
CNN and CIFAR100-CNN, respectively, while the baseline
merely achieves those of 55.48% and 51.94%, respectively.
In addition, the baseline obtains the classification accuracies
of 40.79% and 49.69%, with the DTree regression model
on CIFAR10-CNN and CIFAR100-CNN, respectively. Clearly,
both are inferior to the proposed training protocol which
achieves the classification accuracies of 54.77% on CIFAR10-
CNN and 54.96% on CIFAR100-CNN. With the RForest re-
gression model, the baseline obtains the classification accuracy
of 50.11% on CIFAR10-CNN, and 52.46% on CIFAR100-
CNN, while the proposed training protocol achieves the clas-
sification accuracies of 63.25% and 55.39% on CIFAR10-
CNN and CIFAR100-CNN, respectively. To summarize, the
proposed training protocol outperforms the baseline with the
four popular regression models on the two chosen benchmark
datasets.
B. Ablation Experiments
In order to further check how much the proposed three
components affect the overall performance of the proposed
training protocol, the ablation experiments are reported in
this subsection, and the experimental results are discussed.
As have mentioned, there are three critical components in
the proposed training protocol, i.e., 1) the PRI using the
order of any two samples indicating the target to training
the samples, 2) the utilization of the logistic regression that
promotes an accurate regression model to be built and 3) the
use of the difference between any two samples as the training
instances, for constructing a balanced training dataset for the
performance predictors. Because the first two components
work inter-dependently and cannot function independently if
any one disabled. As a result, in this experiment, we put both
together as a component for the ablation experiments.
Specifically, we have performed two groups of the exper-
iments for the goal of the ablation. The first is achieved by
disabling the first two components from the proposed training
protocol (denoted as “G1”), and the second is conducted
by randomly choosing only one training sample from the
positive or negative samples (denoted as “G2”). Table II
shows the results of the ablation experiments of the proposed
training protocol on the CIFAR10-CNN and the CIFAR100-
CNN datasets. As can be seen from Table II, the third and
sixth columns provide the experimental results in terms of
disabling the first two components of the proposed training
protocol, while the fourth and the seventh columns show those
of disabling the third component of the proposed training pro-
tocol. In addition, the third rows to the sixth rows of Table II
list the corresponding experimental results on the four chosen
regression models. For the convenience of summarizing the
performance contribution of the corresponding component(s),
the last row provides the average results of the four regression
models on the same benchmark dataset.
As can be seen from Table II, for the CIFAR10-CNN
benchmark, when the first two components are disabled from
the proposed training protocol, the SVM, the GBDT, the
DTree and the RForest obtain the results of 48.02%, 43.33%,
43,67%, and 41.36%, respectively. While only not using the
third component, all the results show better accuracies, i.e., the
results of 63.28%, 58.38%, 49.21%, and 62.40% are achieved
from the respective regression model. This comparison result
can also be observed from the CIFAR100-CNN benchmark
dataset. Particularly, when the first two components are dis-
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abled from the proposed training protocol, the SVM, the
GBDT, the DTree, and the RForest achieve the results of
53.73%, 51.66%, 50.21%, and 47.77%, respectively. When
the third component is disabled from the proposed training
protocol, these four regression models can achieve the results
of 64.49%, 55.61%, 53.33% and 55.19, respectively. The
conclusion can be easily drawn from the number listed in the
last row of Table II. Specifically, if the first two components
are not used by the proposed training protocol, the perfor-
mance of the proposed training protocol will be deteriorated
by 16.97% on the CIFAR10-CNN benchmark dataset and
7.49% on the CIFAR100-CNN benchmark dataset. However,
when only the third component is disabled from the proposed
training protocol, the deterioration is only 2.75% and 1.17%,
respectively. Clearly, the first two components contributed
more to the performance of the proposed training protocol.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The goal of this paper is to propose an effective and efficient
training protocol for performance predictors of evolutionary
neural architecture search algorithms. The goal has been
achieved by the three proposed components. Firstly, we have
proposed a performance ranking indicator to be as the training
target. The indicator is consistent with the real scenario when
the performance predictors are used for real-world applica-
tions, thus being able to provide satisfactory prediction results.
Secondly, we have proposed using the logistic regression to
replace the linear regression in the traditional training protocol,
which is able to alleviate the difficulty in designing an exact
regression model to predict the order of any two samples.
Thirdly, we have proposed to use the difference between any
two samples as the training instance, which is naturally without
the data imbalanced problem that inadvertently challenges
the accuracy of the corresponding regression model. The
proposed training protocol is investigated by four popular
regression models against the traditional training protocol on
two datasets. The experimental results have demonstrated the
effectiveness of the proposed training protocol. In addition,
we have also conducted the ablation experiments and found
that the proposed first two components contribute more to
the performance of the proposed training protocol than the
third dose. In future, we will extend efforts in designing a
unified vectorization method for neural network architectures,
with the expectation that the proposed training protocol can be
easily adopted by any evolutionary neural architecture search
algorithms.
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